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in humans and nonhuman primates. A major source of
this limitation has been the contention that hippocampal
processing is dedicated to spatial memory in rodents,
in contrast to the global memory deficits observed fol-
lowing damage to the hippocampal region in humans
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Montreal PQH3A 1B1 studies have revealed properties of hippocampal neu-
ronal firing patterns that are inconsistent with the notionCanada
³Department of Neuroscience and Neurology of a cognitive map and indicate a broader scope of
information processing. This paper will focus on theseUniversity and University Hospital of Kuopio
70211 Kuopio studies, reviewing some of the history and basic proper-
ties of place cells, and considering both early and recentFinland
findings that shed light on the content and organization
of information encoded within hippocampal neuronal
activity. We will call into question the cognitive mapIdentifying the scope and nature of memory processing
by the hippocampus has proved a formidable challenge. account and offer an alternative view.
The major initial insights came from studies of amnesia
in human patients following removal of the hippocampus Why Place Cells Are So Compelling: Pointers
plus neighboring medial temporal structures (Scoville in the Cognitive Map
and Milner, 1957). The early studies indicated that this In the early years of investigations on animal learning,
damage spares the initial acquisition of new information, proponents of the dominant ªstimulus±responseº (ªS±Rº)
but memory for all sorts of new information subse- theory argued that maze learning is mediated by a chain
quently declines rapidly. More recent studies have of direct associations between specific stimuli and re-
shown that global amnesia results from limited damage warded behavioral responses. However, Edward Tol-
within the hippocampus itself (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986) man (1948) provided compelling evidence that rats can
or including the hippocampus and dentate gyrus and navigate mazes using short cuts and roundabout routes
sparing most or all of the surrounding cortex and other to find goal locations, strategies that were not readily
medial temporal structures (Vargha-Khadem et al., explained by S±R theory. Tolman concluded that rats
1997). These findings indicate that the hippocampus create and use global representations of the environ-
plays a critical role in memory formation for a broad ment, that is, cognitive maps, to localize goals in a maze.
domain of information in humans. This view was criticized for the absence of evidence for
Many studies have sought to clarify the nature of hip- a cognitive or neural mechanism that could underlie the
pocampal information processing, using neuropsycho- cognitive mapÐsomething as compelling as the physio-
logical and electrophysiological approaches in animals. logical observations on the conditioned reflexes that
Among several proposals generated by these studies, were viewed to mediate S±R learning. In the initial report
one that has captured considerable attention is the view on the discovery of place cells, O'Keefe and Dostrovsky
that the hippocampus mediates a neural representation (1971) recognized the potential significance of this neu-
of physical space, that is, a cognitive map (O'Keefe and ral correlate. Could these cells be the elements of the
Nadel, 1978). This theory was based on a thorough and long sought, and much maligned, cognitive map?
systematic analysis of the expansive literature on di- Hippocampal place cells are fascinating to anyone
verse behavioral abnormalities following hippocampal who has witnessed the phenomenon. They are typically
damage. In addition, O'Keefe and Nadel's proposal in- observed by monitoring extracellularly recorded action
corporated a central observation about the behavioral potentials from principal cells in CA1 and CA3 of freely
physiology of hippocampal neurons, specifically that behaving rats (Fox and Ranck, 1975). As the animal
some cells increased firing rate when a rat was at a engages in behaviors across a large environment, one
particular location in its environment (O'Keefe and Dos- can readily correlate dramatic increases in a place cell's
trovsky, 1971). The discovery of these place cells ap- firing rate when the rat arrives at a particular location,
peared to perfectly complement the findings on the be- called the ªplace field.º From a baseline of ,1 spike/s,
havioral deficits, showing that spatial information was the firing rate can exceed 100 Hz, although during some
encoded within the cellular activity of the very hippo- passes though the place field the cell may not fire at
campal structures that are necessary for spatial learning all. Typically, a large fraction of cells have place fields
and memory. in any environment (Muller, 1996; Shen et al., 1997; Tan-
Despite its appeal, the cognitive mapping theory, and ila et al., 1997a), although the low baseline firing rates
in particular the findings on place cells, have had limited may let many cells without place fields go undetected
impact among neuropsychologists who study memory (Thompson and Best, 1989).
Place responses can be dissociated from potential
confounding influences of particular behaviors that§ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: hbe@
bu.edu). might occur at different locations. Olton and colleagues
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Figure 1. Schematic Overhead Views of Four Different Types of Apparatus and Examples of Location-Specific Activity of Hippocampal Place
Cells
(A) Eight-arm radial maze, including bar graphs on either side of the maze arms showing firing rates of a place cell associated with inward
(white bars) and outward (black bars) movements on each arm. From McNaughton et al. (1991).
(B) Cylinder, with the location of the cue card indicated by a thickened part of the circle, in which rats performed the random foraging task.
The firing pattern of a place cell is indicated by open pixels at loci associated with low firing rates and closed pixels at loci associated with
high firing rates. From Muller and Kubie (1987).
(C) Plus maze (dashed lines) surrounded by a blank curtain and four spatial cues. Contour plots indicate gradations in the firing rate of a cell
with two place fields. From O'Keefe and Speakman (1987).
(D) Arena in which rats performed both a spatial working memory task and an olfactory discrimination task (at the cul de sac indicated by
pixels at the right). The firing pattern of a place cell recorded while a rat performed the spatial task is indicated by increasingly filled pixels
at loci associated with higher firing rates. Panels in the box to the right indicate the firing rate of the same cell associated with different
speeds, directions, and angles of movement of the rat through the place field (top row, from left to right, respectively) and associated with
time prior to arrival at each reward cup (bottom row). From Wiener et al. (1989).
(1978) observed hippocampal cellular activity in rats per- rats performing a place discrimination on the elevated
plus maze (Figure 1C). They found that many place cellsforming the same inward and outward traversals on all
arms of a radial maze, and they found that many hippo- maintained their spatial firing patterns when any one or
two of the cues were removed, and they concluded thatcampal cells fired only when the rat was on a particular
arm (see also McNaughton et al., 1983; Figure 1A). Muller any subset of the cues sufficient to define their global
configuration could support the location-specific activ-and colleagues (1987) more completely equalized be-
havior throughout an environment by observing hippo- ity. Muller and Kubie (1987) found that expansion of their
circular open field caused some place fields to ªscalecampal cellular activity in rats foraging for food pellets
randomly dispersed in a circular open field (Figure 1B) upº in size but maintain the same shape and location,
whereas altering the shape of the environment resultedand found location-specific activity of many of the cells.
Furthermore, the activity of many place cells is not in loss or unpredictable changes in spatial firing pat-
terns. O'Keefe and Burgess (1996) showed that thedependent on any particular stimulus but rather reflects
the presence and topography of multiple environmental shape and locus of place fields within a simple rectangu-
lar chamber are determined by the dimensions of, andcues. O'Keefe and Conway (1978) observed the re-
sponses of hippocampal cells to cue manipulations in spatial relations between, the walls of the environment.
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Figure 2. Cognitive Mapping
Conceptual model of hippocampal representation of a spatial environment according to the cognitive mapping hypothesis.
Each of these studies indicates that some hippocampal map is Cartesian in that it provides metrics for the repre-
sentation of distances and angles between the relevantplace cells encode cues about the topology of environ-
ments (see also Cressant et al., 1997). stimuli. At the physiological level, a place cell reflects the
occurrence of the rat at a particular coordinate positionAdditional properties of place cells are consistent with
features of spatial memory. Once established, place within the map. Thus, implicit in this model is the as-
sumption that place fields can be considered ªpointersºcells can have the same firing pattern for months
(Thompson and Best, 1990). The firing patterns can per- within a unified map. Finally, it should be clear that all
models of the cognitive map involve exclusively allocen-sist even when all of the spatial cues are removed or
the room is darkened (Muller and Kubie, 1987; O'Keefe tric spatial frameworks, that is, representations of space
independent of the egocentric spatial information suchand Speakman, 1987; Quirk et al., 1990), although the
selectivity of spatial firing may be degraded in the dark as the animal's direction of movement. Observations
of, for example, direction-selective spatial activity are(Markus et al., 1994). In an experiment where rats had
to remember where removed spatial cues had been, considered an artifact of confusing multiple allocentric
maps (McNaughton et al., 1996) or simply a result oferrors in their choice behavior predicted shifts of their
hippocampal place fields, suggesting that these codings different predictions about future location in the map
depending on the direction of movement (O'Keefe andwere determined by the orientation of the maze remem-
bered by the rat (O'Keefe and Speakman, 1987). These Burgess, 1996).
Details about the nature of the hippocampal spatialfindings provide a compelling link between hippocampal
spatial coding and spatial memory. All of these findings map have been modified in several recent models, and
several mechanisms for its implementation have beenare consistent with O'Keefe and Nadel's (1978) notion
of place cells as elements of a cognitive map that resides offered. Worden (1992) proposed that the hippocampus
fits codings of ªfragmentsº of the environment into ain the hippocampus.
cohesive representation of the environment. McNaugh-
ton and colleagues (McNaughton et al., 1996; Samson-The Structure of Cognitive (Spatial) Maps
ovich and McNaughton, 1997) suggested that the metricConsistent with Tolman's (1948) description of a ªcogni-
for the map is self-motion. They and others (Redish andtive-like map of the environmentº (p. 192), the concep-
Touretzky, 1997) have suggested that during learning,tion common to O'Keefe's (1979) characterization and
representations of visual cues are bound to ªchartsºto all modern accounts of the cognitive map is that
and serve as landmarks of a spatial reference frame forthe hippocampus contains a holistic representation of
path integration. O'Keefe (1991) suggested that a polarspace (Muller, 1996), a facsimile of the environment in-
coordinate system may be most effective for translatingcluding the salient environmental cues (Figure 2). This
egocentric coordinates into an allocentric reference frame.map constitutes an abstract coordinate grid of two-
More recently, Burgess and O'Keefe (1996) suggested adimensional space, instantiated by a preconfigured net-
population vector model for navigation. O'Keefe and Bur-work of intrinsic connections among hippocampal neu-
gess (1997) built a model of place representations basedrons (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; McNaughton et al., 1996;
Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997). The resulting on distances from the walls of an environment. Blum
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and Abbott (1995) proposed that intrinsic synaptic con- al., 1987; Tanaka et al., 1991) and egocentric information
in prefrontal and parietal associations areas (Funahashinections between place cells representing sequentially
et al., 1989; Tanila et al., 1993; Andersen, 1995). In addi-visited locations are asymmetrically potentiated during
tion, Hetherington and Shapiro (1997) observed hippo-repeated motions, supporting the learning of paths.
campal firing patterns in rats exploring an enclosed envi-Muller et al. (1996) conceived that distances in a hippo-
ronment with a different prominent cue on each wall.campal ªcognitive graphº are encoded according to dis-
They found that place fields systematically concentratedtributions of synaptic strengths that arise through the
near the wall cues, rather than areas that lack predomi-differential timing of activations between place cells.
nant local stimuli. Furthermore, the place fields wereSumming up all these current models, several new
more strongly controlled by a proximal cue, consistentproposals about the metrics and mechanisms of map-
with O'Keefe and Burgess' (1996) findings and indicatingping and navigational computations have been gener-
that a critical aspect of spatial firing is the distance fromated since O'Keefe and Nadel's original proposal. How-
neighboring stimuli. These observations indicate that hip-ever, the central features of the hippocampal cognitive
pocampal representation does not involve a homoge-(spatial) map remain fundamentally intact. Within all
neous representation of all the areas of physical space.these accounts, cognitive maps involve a systematic,
Hippocampal Spatial Representations Are Notcohesive, allocentric coordinate framework into which
Bound Together in a Cohesive Frameworkenvironmental features are encoded (Figure 2). The dedi-
If hippocampal activity reflects occupancy of a coordi-cated function of this system is to determine an animal's
nate position within a systematic map, all place cellslocation and to mediate navigational computations.
should encode position within the global topology of
the environment, and these codings should be boundPlace Cells, YesÐSpatial Map, No
to one another within a holistic, cohesive spatial frame-The existence of location-specific activity of hippo-
work. However, several recent findings are inconsistentcampal neurons has been confirmed many times (see
with these expectations, and instead the data indicateO'Keefe, 1979; Muller, 1996). However, as we will argue
that hippocampal spatial firing patterns reflect indepen-here, the evidence falls short of demonstrating that
dent representations of subsets of the spatial cues. Forplace cells are organized as a spatial map or that hippo-
example, in Muller and Kubie's (1987) experiment (seecampal neurons exclusively, or even primarily, encode
above), the majority of cells lost or changed their placespatial cues.
fields when the environment was expanded. In O'Keefe
and Burgess' (1996) study, most of the place fields re-Hippocampal Spatial Representation:
flected distances from the closest walls, and none hadIt's Less Than a ªMapº
the same place field in two boxes with the same shapeMorris (1990) pointed out that one major problem with
but different size and a different firing pattern in twothe cognitive map view is the absence of evidence indi-
boxes of another shape. These findings indicate thatcating how place cells that reflect only one's current
overall topology was not the major influence for mostlocation would guide movements to other important
cells in either of these studies.
places. There are additional fundamental problems with
Several recent studies have shown that place cells
the notion of place cells composing a map. Consider
can encode subsets of the spatial cues and that these
two central features of mapping illustrated in Figure 2.
representations are not bound to other spatial represen-
Systematic spatial maps are characterized by continu- tations in the same environment. Gothard and col-
ous and homogeneous representations of spatial loci, leagues (1996a, 1996b) found that when a particularly
and these representations are bound together within a salient cue or enclosure within an open field is moved
unified Cartesian framework. Evidence of these proper- repeatedly and randomly, the spatial firing patterns of
ties would provide a strong case for the cognitive map some cells become tied to that cue. When rats were
model. Yet, despite considerable effort, the evidence trained to shuttle between a mobile starting box and a
disconfirms rather than supports these properties. goal location defined by landmarks in an open field,
Hippocampal Spatial Representations Are some cells fired relative to the static environmental cues,
Not Continuous or Homogeneous but others fired relative to a landmark-defined goal site
Identifying one's location throughout the environment or in relation to the start box. When rats were trained
requires that the entire space be represented, and most to shuttle between a movable start-end box and goal
simply would be represented by a set of place fields site on a linear track, the anchor of the spatial represen-
distributed uniformly throughout the environment. Dem- tation of many cells switched between these two cues,
onstration of a continuous and homogeneous represen- depending on which was closer. Under these conditions,
tation of space onto hippocampal structure would pro- the majority of the activated hippocampal cells did not
vide compelling evidence for a fundamental spatial exhibit location-specific activity that was associated
mapping function. However, even from the earliest stud- with fixed environmental cues. Instead, their activity
ies, it was apparent that space is not represented this could be characterized as ªspatialº only to the extent
way within the hippocampus. Place fields are not contin- that they fired at specific distances from a particular
uously or topographically organized; instead, there is stimulus or goal.
substantial evidence for a ªclusteringº of place fields of Shapiro, Tanila, and colleagues (Shapiro et al., 1997;
neighboring cells (Eichenbaum et al., 1989; Hampson et Tanila et al., 1997a, 1997c) examined the responses of
al., 1996), similar to the observation of clustered, non- hippocampal cells to systematic manipulations of a
topographic perceptual representations of complex vi- large set of spatial cues. Different place cells encoded
individual proximal and distant stimuli, combinations ofsual properties in the inferotemporal cortex (Perret et
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proximal or distant stimuli, or relations between proxi- to highlight these findings and call into question the
exclusivity of spatial representation.mal and distant cues. The place fields of some cells
were fully controlled by as little as a single cue within ªTrueº Place Cells in Rats Performing the Random
Foraging Taska very complex environment, and most cells were con-
trolled by different subsets of the controlled cues. Fur- In Muller and Kubie's (1987) random foraging task per-
formed in the open field (Figure 1B), most hippocampalther examination of small ensembles of these cells re-
corded simultaneously confirmed that different cells neurons show spatially specific activity with no other
remarkable behavioral correlates. Notably, this situationwere controlled by distinct subsets of the cues at the
same time, indicating that the spatial representation was is unique in that it provides a set of conditions where
spatial cues provide virtually the only regularities of thenot cohesive (Tanila et al., 1997b). In several cases
where two cells had overlapping place fields associated experimental protocol. The set of spatial cues provides
the animal with a continuous salient orientation at allwith one configuration of the cues, each cell responded
differently when the same cues were rearranged. This times that the animal is in the environment. By contrast,
the delivery of rewards and the onset, direction, speed,finding shows that each cell was controlled by a different
subset of the cues at the same time, and that their and punctuation of movements and other behaviors are
all fully and intentionally randomized in time and spacedifferential encodings are not due to shifts between two
different spatial ªreference framesº used by all cells in an effort to ªsubtract outº their influence. It is only
under these highly restricted conditions that true placeat different times (Gothard et al., 1996b). Skaggs and
McNaughton (1998) confirmed this finding by recording cells, neurons whose activity reflects the location of the
animal regardless of variations in nonspatial stimuli andfrom multiple hippocampal place cells simultaneously
in rats foraging randomly in two identical enclosures, behavioral events, are observed. Notably, even in this
situation most or all spatial firing patterns would fallbetween which they could move freely. Each hippocam-
pal ensemble contained cells that had similar place short of meeting O'Keefe's (1979) original criterion of
place cells as equally under the control of any subsetfields and others that had distinct spatial firing patterns
between the two enclosures. In this situation, some cells of prominent spatial cues. In his own recent study using
this protocol, most cells were controlled by only two ofencoded the physical cues, whereas the activity of oth-
ers at the same time reflected the knowledge that the the four prominent cues and no cells were influenced
by all of the cues (O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996).two environments were distinct (for variants on this ob-
servation, see Bostock et al., 1991; Rotenberg and Movement-Related Firing Patterns Emerge in Rats
Performing Structured Locomotory BehaviorsMuller, 1997; Jeffrey, 1998).
Combining the findings from all of these studies, it In virtually all other protocols, where a variety of stimulus
or behavioral regularities are imposed, hippocampalappears that place fields involve a collection of indepen-
dent representations, each one encoding the spatial re- neuronal activity reflects the corresponding regularities
embedded in the task protocol. These findings chal-lations between some subset of cues. Spatial represen-
tations are not bound as coordinates within a systematic lenge the notion of a true place cell that reliably predicts
framework for the global topology, indicating that hippo- the animal's location regardless of ongoing behavior.
campal spatial codings are not organized as elements Consider the radial maze task, in which animals regularly
of a Cartesian ªmap.º The absence of a systematic map- perform runs outward on each maze arm to obtain a
ping does not preclude the existence of a map elsewhere reward and then return to the central platform to initiate
in the brain, or of spatial information in hippocampal the next choice (Olton et al., 1978; McNaughton et al.,
representations, and indeed several models have shown 1983). Here, outward and inward arm movements reflect
that an animal's location and direction of movement can meaningfully distinct behavioral episodes that occur re-
be estimated by vector summation of place cell activities petitively. Correspondingly, hippocampal neurons re-
(e.g., Burgess and O'Keefe, 1996; Blum and Abbott, flect the relevant ªdirectional structureº imposed by this
1995; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997). However, protocol, and almost all place cells fire only during out-
these models do not depend on, or provide support for, ward or inward journeys (Figure 1A). Similarly, place
the existence of a systematic mapping of space in the cells are activated selectively during distinct approach
hippocampus. or return episodes and from variable goal and start loca-
tions in open fields and linear tracks (Wiener et al., 1989;
Gothard et al., 1996a, 1996b).Hippocampal Representation: It's More Than Space
Even in his earliest description of place cells, O'Keefe Wiener et al. (1989) extended these findings to rats
performing a radial maze±like task within an open fieldreported that the spatial activity of hippocampal neurons
was influenced by more than the location of the animal (Figure 1D). They found that the majority of place cells
fired differentially during outward or inward traversalsin the environment. O'Keefe and Dostovsky's (1971) first
report emphasized that all the place cells fired only when and were tuned for a particular speed of movement and
angle of turning through the place field. Markus et al.the rat was facing a particular direction, and O'Keefe's
(1976) detailed analysis described cells that fired only (1995) directly compared the directionality of place cells
under different task demands, and they found that placeduring particular behaviors including eating, grooming,
and exploratory sniffing. These findings were consistent cells that were nondirectional when rats foraged ran-
domly in an open field were directional when they sys-with Ranck's (1973) description of hippocampal cells
that fired during orientating, approach, or consumma- tematically visited a small number of reward locations.
Taken together, these findings emphasize that placetory behaviors. Nevertheless, the existence of nonspa-
tial firing patterns has been largely ignored in subse- cells exhibit movement-related firing patterns whenever
particular movements are associated with meaningfullyquent studies on hippocampal place cells. Our aim is
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different events (see also Muller et al., 1994). Whereas between these is required. The nonspatial firing patterns
some investigators have modified the spatial mapping of hippocampal neurons are as robust as spatial firing
account to incorporate self-motion as an important pa- patterns, whenever the neural activity can be closely
rameter of hippocampal representation (Foster et al., time-locked to critical sensory or behavioral events (e.g.,
1989; McNaughton et al., 1996), self-motion is not essen- Berger et al., 1983; Wiener et al., 1989). Finally, the prev-
tial to the firing of place cells (Gavrilov et al., 1998). Thus, alence of spatial and nonspatial firing patterns is also
whereas hippocampal cells appear to incorporate a vari- comparable in studies where the incidence of both types
ety of movement-related cues (including inertial cues; of coding was evaluated (Wible et al., 1986; Young et
Sharp et al., 1990, 1995; Knierim et al., 1995, 1998; Wie- al., 1994; Wood et al., 1999).
ner et al., 1995; Bures et al., 1997; Jeffery et al., 1997), The nonspatial firing patterns of hippocampal neurons
we will argue below that these comprise only part of the are as easily observed in behavioral tasks that do not
information coded by the hippocampus. depend upon the integrity of the hippocampus as they
Hippocampal Neuronal Activity Represents are in situations where the hippocampus is necessary
Nonspatial Stimuli, Cognitive Demands, for performance. For example, nonspatial firing patterns
and Learned Behavioral Responses were as robust and as prevalent in hippocampal cells
The above described studies show that when the experi- recorded from animals performing a discrimination task
mental protocol introduces regularities that involve non- where performance is disrupted by hippocampal dam-
spatial features, such as regularly performed actions age (Wiener et al., 1989) as in a variant of the same task
in particular places and different kinds of experiences where hippocampal damage has no effect (Eichenbaum
within the same environment, place cell firing patterns et al., 1987). Similarly, robust hippocampal neuronal re-
can be dramatically affected. In parallel with these find- sponses are observed in variants of classical eyelid con-
ings, other studies have shown that the firing patterns ditioning that do or do not require an intact hippocampus
of hippocampal neurons can be related directly to the (Berger et al., 1983; McEchron and Disterhoft, 1997).
occurrence of nonspatial stimuli and behaviors in ani- Notably, this situation parallels the finding that place
mals performing tasks where these nonspatial events cells are as readily observed in rats during random forag-
occur with regularity. Thus, consistent with some of the ing or other spatial tasks without a memory demand
early findings, experiments that have investigated event- (McNaughton et al., 1983) as they are in animals per-
related neural activity have demonstrated firing patterns forming a hippocampal-dependent radial maze task (Ol-
of hippocampal neurons directly related to nonspatial ton et al., 1979). Thus, both nonspatial and spatial repre-
stimulus, cognitive, and behavioral events. sentations by hippocampal neurons are ªautomaticº in
In rats and rabbits performing different classical con- the sense that they arise regardless of whether task
ditioning tasks, a large fraction of hippocampal neurons performance depends on hippocampal function.
fire strongly associated with the learned significance of Finally, true place cells have not been observed in
stimuli and with learned responses (Olds et al., 1971; primates, although various types of sensory- and re-
Segal and Olds, 1972; Segal et al., 1972; Berger et al., sponse-related activity is often gated by egocentric or
1976; Berger and Thompson, 1978; McEchron and Dis- allocentric spatial variables (Rolls et al., 1989; Feigen-
terhoft, 1997). Hippocampal cells begin to fire early in baum and Rolls, 1991; Ono et al., 1993; O'Mara et al.,
training, prior to the appearance of the conditioned re- 1994). In humans, visually evoked responses of hippo-
sponses, and the responses of individual cells can be campal neurons have been observed (Halgren et al.,
related to the timing of stimuli and conditioned re- 1978), and a substantial fraction of these cells fired on
sponses (Berger et al., 1983; McEchron and Disterhoft, the sight of a particular word or face stimulus or during
1997). execution of task-relevant key press responses (Heit et
A large fraction of hippocampal neurons are also acti- al., 1988, 1990). In a more recent study, Fried et al. (1997)
vated in animals performing a variety of instrumental
characterized a substantial number of hippocampal
learning tasks that involve discriminations among olfac-
cells that responded to visual stimuli presented in a
tory, visual, or auditory stimuli (Eichenbaum et al., 1987;
recognition task, including cells that differentiated facesWible et al., 1986; Wiener et al., 1989; Sakurai, 1996) and
from objects, distinguished facial gender or expression,delayed matching- and nonmatching-to-sample tasks
or distinguished new versus familiar faces and objects.that test recognition memory (Wible et al., 1986; Sakurai,
The largest fraction of cells differentiated combinations1990, 1994, 1996; Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992; Hampson
of these features. Some of the cells had a specific pat-et al., 1993; Young et al., 1994; Deadwyler et al., 1996;
tern of responsiveness across all of these parameters.Wood et al., 1999; reviewed by Olton, 1989). Different
Thus, the data from nonhuman primates and humanneurons are activated during virtually every moment of
subjects are consistent with the broad scope of nonspa-task performance, including during approach and stimu-
tial codings observed in studies on rats.lus sampling behaviors, discriminative responses, and
Nonspatial Firing Patterns Can Emergeconsummatory behaviors. Some cells show striking speci-
Independent of Spatial Locationficities reflecting the coding of stimulus spatial or tempo-
In nearly all of the studies reviewed above, the task-ral configurations, whereas others show striking gener-
relevant stimuli and behavioral events occur in uniqueality, observed either as prolonged activation across a
locations. Therefore, it might appear that the activationsequence of trial events or as firing associated with a
of these cells reflects the locations where particular im-variety of stimuli or reward contingencies. In addition,
portant events happen. However, in these studies loca-the activity of some cells reflects the relevant cognitive
tion alone was not sufficient to account for activationdemands of the task, for example, the match or non-
match relationship between stimuli when a judgment of hippocampal cells associated with nonspatial stimuli
Review
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and behaviors. For example, in Eichenbaum and col- neuronal activity in behaving animals, James Ranck, Jr.
(1973) observed nonquantitative but consistent firingleague's studies (Eichenbaum et al., 1987; Wiener et
al., 1989), some hippocampal cells became active only patterns of hippocampal neurons related to a very broad
variety of stimulus and behavioral events, and he sug-when the rat was at a stimulus port, but these cells only
fired as the animal sampled the stimuli and ceased firing gested (only half in jest) that any appropriately struc-
tured task would reveal neurons whose activity reflectsabruptly as the response was completed, even though
the animal's position was identical to that during the precisely those variables critical to one's theory (per-
sonal communication). Is the puzzle of place cells re-sampling period.
In addition, there is now a direct demonstration of solved simply by characterizing hippocampal neuronal
activity as a ªmirrorº of the relevant stimuli and behaviorsnonspatial activation of hippocampal neurons regard-
less of spatial location (Wood et al., 1999). In this study, in any behavioral paradigm? This characterization fits
remarkably well both with the breadth of the data de-rats were trained to perform an odor-guided nonmatch-
to-sample task in which specific olfactory cues were scribed above and with Morris and Frey's (1997) sugges-
tion that the hippocampus automatically encodes allmoved systematically among several locations within a
static environment. In this protocol, only a small propor- attended experiences. How can the hippocampus per-
form such a task?tion of the location-selective cells fired associated with
only the position of the odor, and less than half of the
active cells demonstrated a spatial component of firing The Development of Hippocampal Codings
conjointly associated with nonspatial factors. The firing We presume that each hippocampal cell is capable of
of most of the active cells was associated with one or diverse types of coding because of the different inputs
more nonspatial factors at all locations: the approach these cells receive. The distribution of cortical inputs
to any odor, specific odors, or their match/nonmatch onto the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus is very
status. In this protocol, a substantial number of hippo- broad, and the longitudinal association pathways in the
campal neurons encoded each prominent nonspatial hippocampus allow recurrent connections among hip-
regularity of the task across many locations. These find- pocampal neurons (Amaral and Witter, 1989). At the
ings provide unambiguous evidence that the represen- same time, different specificities would be expected to
tation of nonspatial stimuli is not necessarily ancillary to develop among cells because the cortical inputs arrive
spatial coding but rather reflects nonspatial regularities in a graded topography such that each cell receives a
that occur independent of location. different combination of plastic input weights. We pro-
pose that when particular combinations of inputs that
Conceptual Reorientation: The Content, significantly influence a cell cooccur within the time
Organization, and Functional Role frame of Hebbian cooperativity (z200 ms), the synaptic
of Hippocampal Representations strengths of those inputs in driving the cell are altered
There was justified excitement about the discovery of (e.g., Bliss and Lynch, 1988). Consequently, this con-
place cells, particularly about the properties of these junctive coding for a particular combination of stimulus
cells that called for a ªcognitiveº rather than a purely and behavioral features constitutes the representation
sensory or motor characterization. However, the conclu- of a distinct ªevent.º It is possible that the number of
sion that these firing patterns reflect elements of a repetitions required to produce event codings may be
Cartesian map of space has not been demonstrated. In quite small, and they may occur even after a single pre-
addition, multiple lines of evidence are inconsistent with sentation under appropriate conditions, truly reflecting
the idea that hippocampal cells are dedicated to spatial learning of events within a unique episode (Rose and
coding and instead indicate that their scope of represen- Dunwiddie, 1986; Huerta and Lisman, 1995). Indeed,
tation extends to the full range of regularities present hippocampal representations form within minutes and
in the experience (Table 1). The following proposal re- are stable for months, and the stabilization of place
jects the notion of the cognitive map and offers a dif- fields is prevented by blocking long-term potentiation
ferent characterization of the content and organization (Austin et al., 1990, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Rotenberg
of hippocampal representation. First, we will suggest et al., 1996; Cho et al., 1998; Kentros et al., 1998). Thus,
mechanisms that could mediate the development of a according to this conception, different specificities of
broad range of contents in these codings. Second, we cells arise from the combination of diverse initial input
will suggest that hippocampal neurons represent the weights and the particular history of coactive inputs to
sequence of events that compose ongoing behavioral each cell that strengthen some of these inputs.
episodes, and that repeated and related episodic repre- Some hippocampal codings are extremely selective
sentations can be used to build a memory space in the to a particular combination of regularities, for example,
hippocampus. Third, we will consider how a memory to the occurrence of a particular odor only when it has a
space could mediate properties of hippocampal-depen- particular significance and is experienced in a particular
dent memory. place (Wood et al., 1999). These neurons seem to en-
code nearly unique events that occur very occasionally.
In addition, though, other neurons have firing patternsThe Content of Information Encoded
in Hippocampal Neural Activity that are broader in one of two ways. The selective activ-
ity of some neurons is broader in time, such that theyHere, we propose that individual hippocampal cells en-
code regularities present in the animal's every experi- fire for a more prolonged period, throughout a series
of behaviorally distinct events that occur in sequenceence, including spatial and nonspatial cues and behavioral
actions. During his pioneering studies on hippocampal during repetitive behaviors (Eichenbaum et al., 1987;
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Table 1. Properties of Hippocampal Neural Activity
(1) The environment is not encoded in a continuous and systematic representation within the hippocampus. Instead, the codings of spatial
and nonspatial features are organized in ªclustersº of neurons that overrepresent some features of the environment at the expense of others.
(2) Hippocampal spatial firing patterns do not reflect the global topology of all the attended environmental cues. Instead, individual cells
encode the relevant spatial relations among particular subsets of the cues.
(3) Hippocampal spatial firing patterns do not consistently represent the animal's position among cues that compose an environment.
Instead, the hippocampus creates distinct spatial representations, even for the identical spatial cues, under a variety of conditions where the
animal might consider itself undergoing different experiences within the same environment.
(4) Within a broad variety of protocols in which animals learn regularities between stimuli, behavioral responses, and reinforcers, hippocampal
neurons encode nonspatial stimuli and behaviors. These nonspatial firing correlates can be as robust and as prevalent as spatial firing
patterns and, in a behavioral paradigm where distinctive events are distributed around the environment, they can be observed at all places
where the associated events occur with regularity.
(5) The activity of many of the cells reflects the relevant spatial and nonspatial features of the task, whether or not the task is one that depends
on hippocampal function.
(6) Both spatial and nonspatial representations are established very rapidly within the hippocampus.
(7) Hippocampal neurons are activated during every phase of the performance of spatial and nonspatial tasks.
(8) Hippocampal neuronal activity reflects a broad spectrum of specificities. Some cells encode unique events, characterized by particular
conjunctions of stimuli, behaviors, and the locations where these occur. Other cells represent sequences of events within behavioral
episodes or specific features of events that are common across different behavioral episodes.
Wiener et al., 1989; Gothard et al., 1996b; Mehta et al., neurons (see also Wallenstein et al., 1998). In addition,
1997). Other hippocampal codings incorporate a broader two aspects of hippocampal firing patterns described
set of events that share a common feature across experi- above offer strong clues about how they might be orga-
ences, such as an odor that is experienced in many nized within patterns of activity of the full hippocampal
places or a place where different events occur (Wood network. First, in virtually every spatial and nonspatial
et al., 1999). testing protocol, a subset of hippocampal neurons is
In the present conception, all of these codings arise selectively activated at every moment throughout task
from the same general Hebbian mechanism and differ performance, suggesting a continuous and automatic
only in the nature and number of the afferents that are recording of experiences (Morris and Frey, 1997). Sec-
regularly activated together, and in so doing become ond, the broad range of selectivities of individual hippo-
part of their representation. According to this scenario, campal codings suggests mechanisms for linking repre-
initial experiences produce relatively weak but highly sentations of distinct events across short segments of
specific codings for particular conjunctions of the stim- time and across different experiences when similar
uli, behavioral actions, and places that cooccur within events occur.
the brief Hebbian time frame. Successive repetitions of We propose that these coding specificities reflect dif-
similar experiences then shape the nature and specific- ferent functional elements that build a memory space,
ity of each neuron's responsiveness. The more broadly a network of interconnections among the representa-
tuned cells that fire across a sequence of events may tions of both rare and common events. The basic build-
be those that initially receive inputs associated with ing blocks of the memory space are conceived as the
events that happen to be successive or overlapping in
event codings described above, the highly specific, con-
the task protocol. In these cases, the repetition of these
junctive representations that reflect features of particu-events in sequence serves simply to strengthen pro-
lar episodes of behavior. The two broader types of cod-longed firings. Alternatively, some cells may initially be-
ings are conceived as serving two different purposes income engaged by stimuli and behaviors associated with
linking the events. The codings that are broader in timea punctate event, but when repetitive behavioral experi-
encode the temporal sequence in which a set of tempo-ences produce regularities in the sequence that include
rally punctate events compose particular behavioral epi-other initially weaker inputs, the firings become gradu-
sodes. The codings that are broader in the featuresally prolonged through the multiple events (Mehta et al.,
represented encode the spatial and nonspatial regulari-1997). The broadly tuned cells that fire associated with
ties of the experience that are shared across differentcommon events across different episodes may receive
episodes in the same behavioral situation and, as such,dominant input from only one source of active features
may represent nodes that cross between distinct behav-of a task that are present across different experiences.
ioral episodes. Together, the prototypical event, se-Alternatively, these cells might receive multiple inputs
quence, and nodal representations compose the mem-associated with diverging stimuli and events that occur
ory space of interconnections in the hippocampusacross different episodes. During initial experiences, a
(Figure 3).weak selectivity for a particular combination of features
The Record of Experience: Linkingmight occur, but subsequently the accumulated nonco-
Events within Episodesincident activations for some features might ªcancelº
We suggest that the coding of spatial locations by hippo-such that eventually only the common stimuli, actions,
campal place cells emerges from a fundamental repre-or locations that occur reliably control the cell's activity.
sentation of behavioral episodes. These representations
involve a network of cells, each of which represents aThe Organization of Hippocampal Representations
temporally defined event. To envision how this codingAbove, we argued that the regularity of events in time
determines the information encoded by hippocampal of episodes unfolds, one must adopt a novel perspective
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Wallenstein et al., 1998; Lisman, 1999). These accounts
have proposed the necessity for two of the types of
codings within the hippocampal network introduced
above. Some representations reflect a temporally punc-
tate event, whereas other representations involve multi-
ple successive events that compose a sequence (or
temporal ªcontextº), as introduced above. For example,
the activity of the cell marked by a short arrow in Figure
4 continued throughout the sequence of behaviors asso-
ciated with odor sampling and behavioral choice during
episodes of an odor discrimination task. Notably, the
sequence representations would be specific to particu-
lar types of episodes in a task to the extent that they
incorporate the details of its particular events. Sequence
codings could ªbridgeº representations of distinct events
that make up an episode, by overlapping with and con-
sequently activating other event and sequence codings
for later parts of an episode. Such a scheme can be
used to predict or replay the details of episodes (ªpattern
Figure 3. A Simple Memory Space completeº) when cued by presentation of the initial
events, consistent with models of hippocampal autoas-Conceptual model illustrating different hippocampal neural coding
properties according to the memory space concept. sociation beginning with Marr (1971) and since then
elaborated in several different ways (McNaughton and
Morris, 1987; Rolls, 1987, 1996; Willshaw and Bucking-
about place cell activity. The current convention is to ham, 1990; Recce and Harris, 1996). In addition, such
describe place cell firing as a set of fundamentally loca- schemes can be used to disambiguate (ªpattern sepa-
tion-coded activations distributed around an environ- rateº) related but different episodes that share ambigu-
ment, sometimes with secondary influences such as ous features (Gluck and Myers, 1993; Shapiro and Olton,
the speed and direction of movement, and rarely other 1994; Levy, 1996; Wallenstein et al., 1998; Lisman, 1999).
factors (Wiener et al., 1989; Figure 1D). Alternatively, as Building a Memory Space: Linking Repeated
and Related Episodesillustrated in Figure 4A, the activity of many of these cells
Now we will consider how episodic codings might becould equally well, and more simply, be characterized as
employed in building an even larger network that linksa set of activations along a temporal sequence as the
each episode to other related episodes within the overallrat moves in different trial episodes. This description
context of experience. The following considerations ex-suggests that the appearance of movement-modulated
tend the scheme to incorporate the ªnodalº cells thatspatial firing is better characterized as a representation
respond during events that are common across all theof an action sequence, where the network of place cells
different types of trials within any particular task. Weencodes distinct views and movements that together
propose that these neurons encode the intersectionscompose the journeys to and from important places (see
among otherwise distinct episodes that have in commonWilson and McNaughton, 1993; Gothard et al., 1996a,
the stimulus configuration that defines a particular1996b; McHugh et al., 1996).
place, a particular nonspatial stimulus or stimulus rela-This characterization equally applies to the various
tionship, or the execution of a particular behavior. Theselearning tasks described above. As animals perform
nodal representations link different episodes that shareeach of these tasks, individual hippocampal cells fire at
common features. For example, a true ªplace cellº linksevery phase of task performance, observed as neural
episodes that occurred in the same location, and anactivity time-locked to each identifiable stimulus and
ªodor cellº links episodes in which the same odor wasbehavioral event. For example, as illustrated in Figure
perceived (Wood et al., 1999).
4B, individual cells in rats performing an odor discrimi-
Studies that involve examination of the same neurons
nation task fired at different times associated with the in animals performing two variants of the same experi-
approach to the odor sampling port, during the odor mental protocol provide compelling evidence that some
sampling period, and during the discriminative response hippocampal cells encode the separate events that dis-
and reward period (Eichenbaum et al., 1987). Impor- tinguish the variants, and others encode the events that
tantly, we are expanding beyond the usual characteriza- are common between them. For example, in their study
tion of hippocampal neurons as a collection of cells that of place cells in rats performing a radial maze task,
encode the independent occurrence of different cues Shapiro, Tanila, and colleagues (Shapiro et al., 1997;
(or places) and behaviors. We are proposing that, at Tanila et al., 1997a, 1997c) repeatedly exposed rats to
the population level, the hippocampus encodes each a standard configuration of distal and local cues and a
behavioral episode by a sequence of event representa- variant where the sets of distal and local cues were
tions, with each event characterized by a particular com- rotated 908 in opposite directions (Figure 5). Over many
bination of spatial and nonspatial stimuli and behavioral presentations of both conditions, the place fields redis-
actions. tributed. Some cells acquired distinct representations
How these event codings are connected to compose in the two conditions, whereas all other cells converged
the representation of entire behavioral episodes has on the same representation of either the distal cues, the
been considered in earlier theoretical and computational local cues, or the fixed cues. Thus, part of the hippocam-
pal network captured the unique events within eachproposals (Hetherington and Shapiro, 1993; Levy, 1996;
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Figure 4. Idealized Neuronal Firing Patterns of an Ensemble of Hippocampal Neurons
(A) Firing patterns of place cells from a rat performing a spatial working memory task in an open arena. Arrows indicate directionality of each
place cell (see Wiener et al., 1989).
(B) Nonspatial firing patterns of cells from a rat performing an olfactory discrimination task (see Eichenbaum et al., 1987). Each panel illustrates
the increased firing of a cell at a particular time during trial performance. The two curves with different closed patterns indicate cells that fire
only during the presentation of a particular odor configuration. The arrow at the right of one curve indicates a cell that encodes the sequence
of odor sampling and the behavioral response.
distinct condition, whereas others captured a set of reg- Testing the Memory Space Hypothesis
ularities in stimulus relations that were common across The memory space hypothesis was created in an effort
both conditionsÐthe nodal features. Consistent with to explain the considerable body of evidence described
these observations, other studies have also shown that above that is contradictory to the cognitive mapping
different subpopulations of simultaneously recorded view. For example, the cognitive mapping account fails
place cells represent either the common features or to account for why a large proportion of hippocampal
distinct experiences associated with closely related en- neurons fire selectively associated with nonspatial stim-
vironments (Markus et al., 1995 [see Figure 9]; Skaggs uli, actions, and cognitive events that occur at many
and McNaughton, 1998; see also Quirk et al., 1990 [see locations in the same environment (Wood et al., 1999).
Figure 5]; Markus et al., 1994). By contrast, within the memory space hypothesis, these
The present account puts the hippocampus as central firing patterns encode configurations of stimuli and ac-
to episodic memory. At the same time, this proposal tions that compose events that occur reliably in mean-
also composes episodic representations as tied to one ingful behavioral episodes. The memory space hypothe-
another within a general memory organization, consis- sis also accounts for the broad range of specificities
tent with the common notion that networks of semantic of hippocampal codings, including cells that encode
knowledge are built from episodic experiences. These combinations of features that compose a unique event,
aspects of hippocampal functional organization are il- codings that bridge between events in a sequence, and
lustrated in our simple model (Figure 3), in which epi- cells that encode nodal events (e.g., places, odors) that
sodic representations are composed as nonoverlapping
are common across behavioral episodes.
event codings, linked by overlapping sequence codings.
In addition, the memory space hypothesis accounts
In addition, the episodic representations that share an
for several situations where hippocampal cells are unre-event can contain a nodal element that links them. Se-
liable indicators of the animal's location, such as whenquence codings contained in only one episodic repre-
place cell activity is modulated by movement directionsentation can provide a mechanism to disambiguate the
and speed. Within the memory space hypothesis, move-two episodes, by linking the events going into and out
ment direction and speed, as well as other behavioralof the nodal point. In addition, the nodes provide a basis
events, serve to better characterize the combination offor linking and crossing over between episodes when
stimuli and actions that are incorporated into hippocam-warranted by task demands that require reference
pal codings. Along the same line, the memory spaceacross separate experiences (Levy, 1996; Wallenstein
hypothesis accounts for why hippocampal cells some-et al., 1998). The set of all linked episodes we call a
times dramatically change their firing patterns when theªmemory space.º Importantly, the notion of a memory
animal performs different tasks in the identical environ-space differs fundamentally from that of a cognitive
ment (Wiener et al., 1989; Markus et al., 1995). In these(spatial) map in that the organizing principle is the se-
cells, it appears that the common spatial features of thequence of events in time, not spatial relations between
objects in the physical environment. tasks are not sufficient to determine the cell's activity.
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Figure 5. Plasticity in CA1 Population Repre-
sentations
Proportions of the hippocampal neural popu-
lation that encode different types of cues as
rats perform a spatial memory task in a plus-
shaped maze (1±4 indicate local cues; A±D
indicate distal cues). Over a series of re-
cording sessions, the animal experienced re-
petitive alternations of the standard configu-
ration and double rotation configuration of
the same cues (ªnew rep,º new represen-
tation).
Rather, the cell is under the control of different motiva- episodes within one behavioral task, even at times when
tional or other behavioral aspects that are distinct be- the animal is in the same place and moving in the same
tween the different episodes performed in the same direction under the same overall motivation. For exam-
environment. ple, imagine a rat performing a standard T maze spatial
When spatial or nonspatial features are changed in a alternation task in which it initially runs on a common
familiar situation, the cognitive mapping view suggests stem of the T, and then on different episodes alternates
that the entire hippocampal ensemble must act coher- between a left or right turn at the end of the stem in
ently, such that all the place cells either maintain the order to receive rewards. In this situation, we predict the
same firing pattern or all the cells form a new representa- existence of hippocampal cells that fire on the common
tion (a complete ªremappingº; Muller, 1996). By contrast, stem only when the rat is in the midst of a right-turn
the memory space hypothesis predicts that when cues episode and not a left-turn episode, and vice versa.
are altered in a familiar environment there will be only These cells cannot be described as true place cells,
a partial recoding. According to this view, some cells because they do not fire reliably when the animal is in
will maintain the same firing patterns, as long as the a particular location. And their activity cannot be ex-
spatial or nonspatial features coded by those cells are plained by egocentric spatial factors, because on both
not disrupted by the change. Other cells will change types of episodes the rat is running with the same direc-
their firing patterns if the configuration of cues that con- tion and speed. Rather, the predicted firing pattern is
trol them is altered. This pattern of findings has now consistent with the coding of a particular event or se-
been confirmed in several recent studies (see Figure 5; quence within the right- or left-turn episode. This coding
Markus et al., 1995; Shapiro et al., 1997; Tanila et al., could serve to disambiguate the two kinds of episodes
1997c; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998). We predict that in the alternation task. In addition, we predict the exis-
the preserved codings will be observed immediately tence of other hippocampal neurons that have the same
when the environment changes, whereas the new cod- firing pattern in both types of episodes. These cells
ings will develop gradually over a short period of experi- would reflect the nodal features of the events that are
ence with the new cue arrangementsÐthis aspect of common across the two kinds of episodes, such as
the recodings has not yet been examined. running in a particular direction at a particular place.
The memory space hypothesis also generates several
The converse prediction involves the expectation that
other new testable predictions about hippocampal neu-
cells that initially have selective codings to combinationsral firing patterns. In our description of the development
of events can, through experience, develop nodal cod-of hippocampal codings (see above), we suggested that
ings of features that are common across episodes. Forthe encoding of conjunctions of cues and behaviors
example, if a rat were initially trained to guide its behav-arises from Hebbian learning mechanisms. Following
ior according to a particular odor at only some locationsthis suggestion, it is expected that when a rat is intro-
in the environment (or in only one environment), weduced to a new situation, hippocampal neurons will
would expect the firing of these cells to occur in onlyshow relatively small responses to spatial and nonspa-
that part of the environment (or in only that environment).tial features of the situation. We expect that the re-
However, after extended experience in which the odorsponses will become more robust and more selective
has the same significance across all locations (or acrossassociated with repeated experience with the same
many environments), we would expect the observationcombination of spatial or nonspatial features.
of some nodal cells that show the same pattern through-Other predictions follow from our proposal that some
out the environment (or across environments). The pre-hippocampal cells encode events and sequences that
dictions offered here provide examples of a generalare distinct between related episodes, whereas others
framework for distinguishing between the cognitiveencode the common nodal events (Figure 3). A specific
mapping account and the memory space hypothesisprediction is that some hippocampal cells will have dif-
ferent firing patterns associated with distinct behavioral based on dissociating spatial (as well as nonspatial)
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Figure 6. Relational Coding of Space
Representation of a spatial environment by cells that encode the spatial relations between a pair of the cues (AB, BD, or CD), plus nodal
representations (dotted lines) for the cues that are common between some pairwise codings.
firing patterns according to the episodic context in codings that overlap the episodic representations, de-
termining and constraining the overall representation ofwhich they occur.
spatial relations among the cues.
In an illustration of this model (Figure 6), each cell isThe Role of Hippocampal Representations
conceived as coding only two cues in terms of theirin Memory Performance
spatial relationship as viewed by the animal from a par-What role does a hippocampal memory space play in
ticular location. The codings of events with cues thatmemory performance? In this section, we will first sug-
are so far apart that they cannot be viewed within agest how the properties of the memory space described
Hebbian time window may be considered distinct epi-above might mediate central features of hippocampal-
sodes. Other cells are viewed to encode the commondependent spatial and nonspatial memory in animals.
cues that are experienced across episodes and haveSecond, we will consider how the properties of the hip-
the capacity to bridge overlapping episodic representa-pocampal memory space could support the phenome-
tions. This model is envisioned to support a rat's abilitynon of memory consolidation.
to ªnavigate,º that is, to infer ªshort cutsº and ªround-Flexible Memory Expression
about routes,º after it has had overlapping experiencesA central property of hippocampal-dependent memory
with all parts of the environment (Sutherland et al., 1987).is the capacity to express memory ªflexibly,º to employ
Notably, these abilities are mediated without metric cal-memories obtained in one set of circumstances to solve
culations of distances or angles, that is, without a ªmap.ºnew problems (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Squire et
Rather, they are reflections of relational and inferentialal., 1993). Particularly useful examples of the flexibility
memory expression within a constrained framework ofof declarative memory in animals involve the capacity
associations defined by the relevant spatial relation-to navigate in space and to make inferential judgments
ships. Consistent with this view, the hippocampus isbased on information obtained in different episodes.
critical to performance mediated by navigational infer-Spatial Navigation. In the present account, spatial
ences (Eichenbaum et al., 1990).memory capacities are viewed as the byproduct of a
Inferential Expression of Nonspatial Memories. Sev-large set of event, sequence, and nodal representations
eral studies have shown that the hippocampus is criticalfor spatial features that are encoded during behavioral
for the learning and flexible expression of nonspatialepisodes in an environment. Within this view, individual
stimulus relations (see Bunsey and Eichenbaum, 1995,hippocampal cells encode small sets of cues and their
1996; Eichenbaum and Bunsey, 1995). In one study,spatial relations, as well as other aspects of behavioral
we showed that the hippocampus is required for theevents, at each point in a sequence of experiences in the
acquisition and flexible, inferential expression of an or-environment. As more and more episodes are executed,
derly series of odor relationships (Dusek and Eichen-with the animal crossing the same locations while exe-
baum, 1997). Subjects learned a set of pairwise ªprem-cuting different behaviors, a greater number of nodal
isesº: A . B, then B . C, then C . D, then D . E, whererepresentations capture the spatial regularities that cut
the rats were trained to select items to the left of theacross distinct episodes. The consequent representa-
tion of space is constituted as a large collection of nodal ª.º over those on the right. Intact rats readily acquired
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Figure 7. Transitive Inference in Serial Ordering
Representation of an odor series by cells that represent each trained odor pairing, plus nodal representations (dotted lines) of odors that are
common between some of the trained pairings.
the premises and, most importantly, could infer the ap- the brain, presumably in the cerebral cortex (see Milner
et al., 1998). The present conceptual framework can bepropriate transitive relationship between nonadjacent
stimuli B and D (if B . C and C . D, then B . D). extended to provide a preliminary account for hippo-
campal consolidation of cortical memories.Following hippocampal disconnection, rats learned the
four premise problems but showed no capacity for infer- The hippocampus is an integral component of a mem-
ory system that involves widespread areas of the neo-ence about indirectly related items.
In our model of this problem, distinct sets of hippo- cortex, the parahippocampal cortical region (composed
of the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortex), and thecampal cells encode events and sequences for the pair-
wise cue relationships trained in distinct episodes (Fig- hippocampus itself. Connections within this set of struc-
tures involve bidirectional pathways between the cortexure 7). In addition, the commonalities of the odor cues
experienced across distinct episodes would be cap- and hippocampal region that support considerable two-
way interactions, and several theoretical models havetured by nodal representations. Assuming the nodal rep-
resentations of B and D are activated by the transitive suggested that memory consolidation is mediated through
these interactions (reviewed by Squire and Alvarez,challenge, these activations could link the overlapping
representations of the BC and CD episodes. Thus, the 1995; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997). The present con-
ceptual framework offers potential mechanisms for thesame structure of memory space that mediates spatial
navigation can also be seen to support ªnavigationº cortical±hippocampal interplay proposed to mediate
memory consolidation.among conceptual relations within a memory space for
a serial ordering of odors. The development of event and sequence representa-
tions in the hippocampus is conceived to occur withinMemory Consolidation
The early findings on human amnesia demonstrated one or a few trials, and the development of nodal cod-
ings parallels the variations in experience that occurthat, in addition to the pervasive impairment in new
learning, hippocampal damage results in the loss of across related episodes. We propose that consolidation
begins with interactions between the hippocampus andmemories acquired prior to the surgery. Moreover, the
retrograde amnesia is gradedÐthe loss is most severe the parahippocampal region. Parahippocampal neurons
receive direct inputs from many cortical areas, and sofor memories acquired recently before the surgery,
whereas general knowledge obtained early in life and they would be expected to encode the configurations
of stimuli to compose event representations based onmemories of childhood experiences remain intact.
These observations led to the suggestion that the hippo- simultaneity of these inputs alone. In addition, parahip-
pocampal neurons have an unusual capacity for pro-campus plays a time-limited role in which its processing
mediates the consolidation of memories elsewhere in longed firing following discrete events (Suzuki et al.,
Neuron
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1997; Young et al., 1997). So cells in this region may memory is asymptotic, that is, a state in which new
experiences do not alter the relevant parts of the overallrapidly support the coding of event sequences in the
intrinsic population, supporting some associations be- memory organization. When this state is achieved, re-
moval of the hippocampus would not be expected totween closely sequenced cues (Bunsey and Eichen-
baum, 1993). However, because of the very high level affect the operation of the cortical network. For some
types of memory, this might be achieved within days orof interconnectivity of hippocampal pyramidal cells rela-
tive to that in all the cortical areas, the development of weeks (Winocour, 1990; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1990;
Kim and Fanselow, 1992). Other memory experiencessequence and nodal representations is envisioned as
primarily in the hippocampus shortly after learning. might benefit by integration with earlier formed memo-
ries over months or years (Corkin, 1984). Thus, the dura-Thus, for some period after learning, the associations
of event representations in the parahippocampal region tion of consolidation is dependent on the nature of the
learned material in terms of how many appropriate link-depend on the connections to and from the hippocam-
pus. At the same time, feedback from the hippocampus ages across experience will benefit subsequent re-
trieval. To the extent that these are few and repeatedis envisioned to mediate the development of sequence
and nodal representations within the parahippocampal frequently, consolidation will be completed readily. To
the extent that memory for unique episodes benefitsregion by providing an indirect pathway that drives the
coactivation of parahippocampal neurons, enhancing by linkage with many related episodes and facts, or
continues to be reshaped by new experience, consolida-the connections within their intracortical network. When
sequence and nodal cell properties have been acquired tion could go on for a lifetime.
by parahippocampal cells, the memory can be consid-
ered to have consolidated there, in the sense that the Conclusions
memory abilities conferred by these cells would no
longer require hippocampal feedback. The final stage This review began by summarizing observations on am-
of consolidation involves a similar interplay between nesia consequent to hippocampal region damage in hu-
the cortical association areas and the parahippocampal mans, and contrasted the broad scope of memory in-
region. Initially, cortical associations are seen to depend volved in these cases with the narrow range of spatial
on the parahippocampal region to supply linkages be- processing implicated by the cognitive map hypothesis.
tween their representations. By simultaneously driving In considering the breadth of the cognitive mapping
cells in cortical areas and activating their intracortical hypothesis, it is important to clarify the potential ambi-
connections, these linkages would be expected to medi- guity in the term ªcognitive map.º This could refer to a
ate the ultimate development of sequence and nodal systematic representation (a ªmappingº) of any set of
properties in the cortical association areas. When this cognitive features or events. This conception is suffi-
is accomplished, the entire hippocampal circuit would ciently general that it could encompass the broad range
no longer be necessary for the existence of event, se- of findings on amnesia in animals and humans, as well
quence, and nodal representations. Consistent with the as the view on hippocampal cells that is presented here.
proposal that consolidation occurs in stages involving This view is also consistent with Tolman's (1949) exten-
sion of the properties of cognitive maps as mediatingfirst a consolidation within the parahippocampal region
and then later in the cortex, human amnesics with dam- expectancies and inferences in a more general way.
However, this is not the conception used to describeage extending into the parahippocampal region have
a more extended retrograde amnesia than those with the nature of hippocampal representations in the initial
(O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) or more recent (McNaughtonselective hippocampal damage (Rempel-Clower et al.,
1996). et al., 1996; Muller, 1996) versions of cognitive map
theory. In those accounts, the term ªcognitive mapºThe key aspects of this model involve the unusual
associational structure of hippocampal anatomy that refers to a mental (cognitive) representation of physical
space (a map), following the original description by Tol-make it the earliest site for arbitrary associations that
underlie event, sequence, and nodal properties. At the man (1948). The present accounting most directly ad-
dressed the schemes that involve dedicated, systematicearliest stages of parahippocampal or neocortical pro-
cessing, the range of associations and the speed of mappings of physical space (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978;
Burgess and O'Keefe, 1996; McNaughton et al., 1996).their formation may be much more limited, but they can
mediate substantial development and reorganization of A consideration of other proposals about the spatial
functions of the hippocampus will provide the contexta memory space through the connections within the
hippocampus initially. In this way, the repeated invoca- in which we will summarize our findings.
Some have argued that hippocampal processing istion of hippocampal representations onto the cortex
serves to reorganize cortical representations accommo- fundamentally spatial but have remained silent on
whether spatial memory is based on a systematic map-dating new information and new associations within the
overall knowledge structure encoded there. ping or some other form of spatial representation (e.g.,
Nadel, 1991; Jarrard, 1993). The present review con-This integrative processing, involving the interleaving
of new representations among the existing structure, cludes that any apparent ªprimacyº for spatial represen-
tation is a direct consequence of the ever-present spa-can be seen to benefit the cortical memory organization
for a very long period (McClelland et al., 1995). Indeed, tial regularities associated with behavioral episodes.
Locations where events occur almost always providecontrary to recent suggestions (Nadel and Moscovitch,
1997), memory reorganization is seen as a prolonged significant regularities that can be incorporated into
most of the event codings. At the same time, we empha-process. From this view, the ªcompletionº of consolida-
tion is seen as a state at which integration of a new size that nonspatial events are incorporated in situations
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where they occur with regularity and can provide a per- uses the notion of nodal codings to add the ability for
vasive influence when the events occur across many linking episodes according to a range of consequential
places (Wood et al., 1999). relationships among items in memory (Alvarez and
Sometimes this notion of the cognitive map has been Squire, 1994; McClelland et al., 1995). Within the present
expanded or linked to a more general function. For ex- conception, the spatial environment is not explicitly
ample, Muller (1996) acknowledged that cognitive map- ªmappedº but is represented only in terms of views
ping may be only a specific example of a more general and activities that occur in a combined spatial±temporal
hippocampal function, although he did not specify how sequence, or distinct action sequences that are linked
geometric properties would translate into, or serve, a by a common location.
more general function, and he suggested that cognitive Furthermore, the present model is distinguished from
mapping is the predominant mode of rodent hippocam- spatial mapping theories in that it offers a set of general
pal processing. O'Keefe and Nadel (1978; see also Na- principles that accounts for both spatial and nonspatial
del, 1991; O'Keefe, 1991) suggested that the notion of memory dependent on the hippocampus. First, the com-
an abstract spatial-like mapping of language might exist bination of diverse and distinctive input gradients plus
in the left hippocampus of humans. Nevertheless, when Hebbian mechanisms for encoding coactive inputs me-
describing the domain of cognitive mapping mediated diates the development of a range of specificities for an
by the hippocampus, Nadel (1991) insisted that, for ani- exceedingly broad range of attended information en-
mals, ªwe were referring to space, and we meant space, coded by hippocampal cells. Second, the organizing
not abstractly, but concretelyº (p. 228). Also, some mod- principle for these codings is the temporal sequence of
els of hippocampal spatial function have acknowledged events that make up behavioral episodes. Those cells
that spatial representation is only a part of a general whose activity reflects the most highly specific conjunc-
memory function mediated by the hippocampus (Nadel tions of cues and actions encode rare events that are
et al., 1985; McNaughton et al., 1996). However, ac- elements of unique behavioral episodes. Other hippo-
cording to this view, space provides a critical contextual campal cells whose activity reflects sequences of events
background for encoding or retrieving episodic memo- serve to link large sets of successive events into repre-
ries, and these models presume the spatial±contextual sentations of episodes that are unique in behavioral
contribution is in the form of a cognitive map. Thus, significance. When fully established, these representa-
these models do not provide a significant deviation from tions may mediate the recall of event sequences that
the original scheme of the dedicated spatial map. compose an episode in memory and disambiguate epi-
Among models of spatial mapping, our account is most sodes with common information. Third, other cells
similar to Muller et al.'s (1996) conception of ªcognitive whose activity reflects common nodal events among
graphsº arising from the Hebbian binding of adjacent many episodes serve to link distinct episodes that share
place representations according to the inherent tempo- common events. The combination of linked episodes
ral proximity of their activations as rats move through constitutes a higher-order framework or memory space
space. Muller noted that nonspatial information could that may mediate relational processing of indirect asso-
similarly be associated according to temporal relations, ciations and inferential judgments about information ac-
as we describe here for the linking of sequential events. quired across episodes. The organization of the memory
The present conception of a hippocampal memory space is identical for both its spatial and nonspatial
space provides an alternative to all variants of the cogni- information content. In this context, place cells are prev-
tive map hypothesis in which space is the organizing alent codings that might link one's current location to
principle. While rejecting the notion of a systematic and memories for previous episodes at those locations.
cohesive spatial mapping, the present review provides Fourth, the bidirectional connections between the hip-
compelling support for the existence of place cells. pocampal network, the parahippocampal region, and
Many hippocampal cells encode the locations where
the cortex could mediate the gradual development of
events occur, and the activity of some cells reflects
sequence and nodal representations in the cerebral cor-
the full topology of the environment independent of the
tex. Through a prolonged process of reactivations ofanimal's behavior and nonspatial information. However,
the extended network, this could serve to reorganizein our view, true place cells are simply an example of
cortical representations such that they ultimately sub-the nodal codings that can identify past episodes that
serve relational processing even without hippocampalshare a common eventÐin this case, a ªplaceº experi-
mediation.enced in the past. In this conception, other nodal cod-
ings, including those for a particular stimulus, similarly
serve primarily as links to past episodes and not as
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